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Friday Night [under the] Lights… 
2015 

 
 
 
 
Happy Friday.   
 
Good news and bad news tonight. 
 
First the bad.  While I try to provide a little trivia in 
FNuL that may prove valuable in your world (such 
as National Days of Celebration), the best I can do 
today is to wish you Happy National Creamsicle 
Day.  Weak, I know. 
 
But here’s the good news.  Tomorrow is National 
Relaxation Day. While the origins of the day are 
unclear, the focus of the effort is to promote 
relaxation and give people an opportunity to 
decrease stress levels and live a healthier life.  I would argue that nobody knows more about the 
impact of stress on the body than those engaged in the delivery of emergency care.  Day in and 
day out we witness the challenges of stress in our patients and the significant toll it can take.  
We’re not immune ourselves, either.  We’ve chosen a profession riddled with stress.  And it’s not 
just the direct care of patients.  It’s everything that has to be done to be ready – to keep the 
emergency response machinery well-oiled and prepared.  To support the organizational health 
and sophistication so we can serve our communities regardless of what we’re faced with. 
 
So…  Tomorrow is a reminder for all of us.  Happy National Relaxation Day. 
 
Please take time to pause, take a deep breath, relax, kick back, and enjoy the simple pleasures.  
Reminisce about happy times.  Reflect on the beauty surrounding you.  
 
Live the spirit and intent of the day.  Recharge.  Celebrate the little things that bring a soft, subtle 
smile to your face.   
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I want to share some simple visual gifts from me to you – A small gesture from my heart to 
support you on National Relaxation Day… 
 

             
 
 
 

       
 
 

         

http://www.southernhillsanimalhospital.com/kittens.pml
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OK???!!! 
 
ENOUGH ALREADY!  You’re relaxed. 

 

Now - back to work for crying out loud!  People’s lives depend on YOU!  Last thing they 

need is all of us being over-relaxed, comfortable and so well rested that we miss something 

big!!! 

 
Happy Relaxation Day – Get it out of your system. 

 

So… Anything new & exciting in the World of EMS?? 
By now, you’re probably well aware of the announcement of AMR entering into a definitive 
agreement to acquire Rural Metro (if you are not aware of that, I’m sorry to also tell you that 
Elvis passed away…). It’s no doubt been a topic of discussion in your world. 
 
And rightfully so. 
 
This is an exciting time for many, many reasons.  There are still many steps that must occur 
before anything moves forward, most importantly regulatory review and approval.  It’s 
important for changes like this to move forward in thoughtful, appropriate fashion. 
 
Again – rightfully so.  
 
From a practice of medicine standpoint, changes like this are done to improve upon what exists 
today and open the doors for innovative new operational and clinical approaches – in the new 
AMR, Rural Metro, our profession, the delivery of mobile healthcare and for all the positive  
changes this could have on patient care in our communities. 
 
I’m also acutely aware of the many different perceptions of the impact of a relationship like this.  
While reality and perceived reality are often dramatically different, they are always intertwined 
and both are critically important… 
 
So, that said, I have some thoughts I’d like to share… 
 

1. The world of healthcare has embraced strategic relationships in an effort to provide 
better care to patients in an environment of declining resources. 

 
Take a look at all the hospitals, healthcare systems and health plans that have partnered with 
others to provide better care in a rapidly changing landscape.  Everything from academic 
institutions partnering with non-academic hospitals to physician groups partnering with health 
plans, employers, retail clinics and pharmacies to hospice organizations partnering with EMS to 
provide a better approach to patient care.  I even heard that surgeons and anesthesiologists 
have been having lunch together…  Wow. 
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What’s pushing these new relationships?  All sorts of things including a need to enhance 
expertise in areas that may need support, increasing operational capacity, allowing health 
system to reach patients in an expanding area, implementing innovative ways to better care for 
patients using technology and much more. The bottom line is that those collaborative 
relationships are highly coveted because they meet the needs of patients and organizations 
much more effectively.  They are better at solving problems. 
 
I did a presentation last week and I wanted to illustrate the value of collaboration.  I did a google 
search for an image of a Baylor – Scott & White sign to illustrate a point (a relatively recent 
partnership in my neck of the woods). 
 
To my surprise, here’s what popped up: 
 

 
 
Not only Baylor Scott & White, but a relationship with Tenet as well.  Even more collaboration. 
 
It’s a trend in healthcare that’s moving the bar in a good way.  I believe we have a tremendous 
opportunity to experience the same thing.  We will be able to meet the needs of our patients 
and communities much more effectively.  We will be better at solving problems… 
 

2. Any time two organizations (or two individuals for that matter) who have been working 
on the same thing come together, the opportunity to learn from each other is enormous. 

 
There is a reason consultation in medicine is so important and such a powerful part of patient 
care.  Consultation requires sharing a problem or dilemma with someone else (or another 
organization) in an effort to develop the most effective approach possible.  “Two heads are 
better than one”, right (on different bodies of course)? 
 
Every individual, professional or organization has their own expertise, developed over years and 
as a result of education & experience.  When that expertise is shared, problem solving becomes 
so much more powerful.  Patients win. 
 
Whenever two organizations come together, there is a natural opportunity for “consultation”.  
Each organization’s experience becomes useful in improving the art & science of delivering care. 
 
This opportunity to “pick each other’s brain” is a gift in medicine… 
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3. Accountability naturally skyrockets when relationships like this happen. 
 
Accountability, or “owning your stuff” (highly technical definition) has become a very important 
guiding principle in AMR Medicine.  We’ve spent a tremendous amount of time collectively 
developing (and frankly earning) our commitment to accountability.  As you well know, we 
provide a ton of data to our colleagues and partners about how we’re doing – the Things That 
Matter.  We report that data, good, bad & ugly because we believe in measuring what we do and 
improving our outcomes.   
 
Our partners, health systems, patients and all sorts of other entities sharpen their focus when 
systems change. 
 
Again, rightly so. 
 
This change will require us to reinforce accountability and performance and look for additional 
ways to measure our progress. 
 
That’s a really good thing for medicine. 
 

4. Our collective potential to improve the health of our communities, to decrease morbidity 
and mortality and continue to participate in national research that improves our 
profession increases dramatically. 

 
The archives of FNuL past have detailed the many different areas that we’ve been able to make a 
positive impact on in the metrics that “make a difference” for our patients.  As I’ve talked about 
in these pages, last year there was not a single metric in the Things That Mattered that didn’t 
improve last year.  Not a single one. 
 
Everything we said made a difference improved. Every single one. 
 
That is the direct result of an army of practitioners in different communities, with different levels 
of experience and different approaches working toward the same goal. 
 
Imagine what an impact we can have on cardiac arrest nationally.  Or management of pain.  Or 
getting patients with time sensitive conditions to the appropriate facility so they can get re-
vascularized.  Or taken to the operating room.  Or get the antibiotics and fluids they need when 
they’re septic. 
 
We will never, ever, ever do that alone.  Adding additional colleagues and communities will allow 
us an opportunity to make an even greater impact on health. 
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I look forward to learning from our Rural Metro colleagues.  I want to see what they’ve done to 
move the bar on morbidity & mortality. 
 
Plus, we’ll have an opportunity to work more closely with some tremendous EMS Physicians, 
many of whom are leaders in the profession. 
 
Will there be challenges?  You betcha. 
 
Will it be easy?  No way. 
 
Will it be worth it?  Absolutely. 
 
A colleague and friend of  Ted Van Horne in Rural Metro sent him the innovative idea of the day… 
 

 
 
 
 
As my dad so often said, “Make a difference and have a blast doing it… 
 

 

WTH… 
Thanks to my friend Jerry Overton [International Academies of Emergency Dispatch] who 
provided tonight’s What The Heck… 
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I had absolutely no idea we had a Gastroenterology Division… 
 

__________________________ 

 

Epilogue… 
 

Thanks to Leslie Mueller for this week’s Epilogue… 
 
Seems that a funeral procession pulled into a cemetery.  
Several carloads of family members followed a black 
truck towing a boat with a coffin in it.  
 
A passer-by remarked, “That guy must have been a very 
avid fisherman.  
 
"Oh, he still is," remarked one of the mourners.  
 
As a matter of fact, he's headed off to the lake as soon 
as we bury his wife. 
__________________ 

 

 
That’s it from my world.  Happy Friday.   
 
As always, I thank you for what you do and how you do it.  There’s so much potential ahead of us 
in EMS.  We have the privilege of being challenged to make things better - our patients, our 
colleagues, ourselves and our profession.  If it weren’t for the gift of change, we’d live a pretty 
boring life and never have an opportunity to feel that deep satisfaction of making things better. 
 

   
Happy National Relaxation Day… 
 
Ed 

______ 
 
Edward M. Racht, MD 
Chief Medical Officer 
American Medical Response 
ed.racht@evhc.net  

mailto:ed.racht@evhc.net

